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A RIEMANN TYPE THEOREM FOR UNCONDITIONAL

CONVERGENCE OF OPERATORS

VICTOR KAFTAL AND GARY WEISS1

Abstract. We prove that if a series of bounded linear operators is compactly

conditionally convergent in the strong operator topology, that is, each of its partial

sums converge, in the strong operator topology to a compact operator, then the

series converges in the uniform (operator norm) topology; although not necessarily

absolutely. In case the operators are all mutually diagonalizable, then under the

same hypothesis, the series converges absolutely uniformly.

1. Introduction. The classical Riemann theorem states that if a series of real (or

complex) numbers converges unconditionally, then it converges absolutely [4, Theo-

rem 3.56].

This paper studies a generalization of the Riemann theorem to series of bounded

operators on a Hubert space.

The S.O.T. unconditional convergence (sometimes called the commutative conver-

gence) of a series of bounded operators is defined as the convergence in the S.O.T.

(the strong operator topology) of the net of the finite partial sums (see Definition 1).

The simple example of a series L™=xp„ of mutually orthogonal projections pn

shows that the usual absolute convergence cannot be deduced from the unconditional

convergence of a series.

We shall investigate here series whose partial sums (which converge uncondition-

ally in the S.O.T.) are compact. The usual notion of absolute convergence of a series

in a normed space, namely that the series of the norms converges, is much too strong

to be linked to unconditional convergence even with this additional condition, as we

see by considering T%m.in~1pn where the pn are mutually orthogonal finite projec-

tions.

In Theorem 2 we prove that if all the partial sums are compact then the series

converges uniformly. In Proposition 6 we obtain that if all the operators are diagonal

and satisfy the above condition, then the series of the absolute values of the

operators converges uniformly (|F| = (T*T)l/2 is the absolute value of the operator

T). Examples 4 and 5 show that we cannot relax these conditions.

Our interest in such questions arose from the following problem connected to our

work on relative  compact  derivations [2]:  given an atomic  masa A of a  von
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Neumann algebra M and a derivation 8 from A into an ideal J of M, can 8 be

extended to a derivation 8 from the algebra generated by A and the center of M into

J? The values of 8 are sums of unconditionally convergent series with entries from

J.

We wish to thank M. D. Choi for a useful discussion and the idea that lead us to

Example 5.

2. The main result.

Definition 1. Let (Kn) be a sequence of bounded linear operators on a Hubert

space H and let F denote any subset of the set of positive integers N. Then we say

that the series E„ G FKn converges unconditionally in the S.O.T. if the net of the

finite partial sums converges in the S.O.T. to a bounded operator K, i.e., if for every

£ G H and e > 0 there is a finite subset F of F such that for all finite subsets G of F

with F c G we have ||(A: - T.„eGK„)Z\\ < e.

This is equivalent to ask that all rearrangements of the series converge in the

S.O.T. to K [1, 5.3]. Throughout this paper the symbol E„ e FKn will always denote a

series unconditionally convergent in the S.O.T. Thus we shall distinguish between

£neN-^« an^ £%°-iKn where the latter is the ordinary limit (in the S.O.T.) of

Ey.jA,. We shall henceforth omit the reference to the topology.

Notice that if a series converges unconditionally then the net of finite partial sums

is norm bounded. Because of the completeness of the unit ball of B(H) in the

S.O.T., the Cauchy condition is necessary and sufficient for unconditional conver-

gence [3, 6.20-23]. Thus E„ e FKn converges unconditionally iff for every £ G H and

e > 0 there is a finite subset E c F such that for all finite subsets G c F\E we

have||(E„eCtfn)£||<£.

As a consequence, we see that any subseries of an unconditionally convergent

series is also unconditionally convergent. Also, if K = E„ e FKn, F = (J{ F(m) | m =

1,2,...} where the F(m) are disjoint sets and S(m) = T,„eF(m)Kn (unconditionally,

by the above remark), then it is easy to verify that K = LmeNS(m). In particular,

S(m) -» 0 in the S.O.T. Also denote by K(H) the compact operators on H.

Theorem 2. Let Kn g B(H) be such that H„eNKn converges unconditionally and

E„ (= FKn G K(H) for every index set F c N. Then T,™=xKn converges uniformly.

Proof. Assume not. Then there is an e > 0 and a sequence of finite disjoint index

sets F(m) c N n (w,oo), such that \\L„eF<m)Kn\\ > e for m = 1,2,.... Let S(m)

= T,„eF(m)Kn; by a preceding remark, S(m) -* 0 (S.O.T.) and hence by the

uniform boundedness theorem ||S(w)|| is bounded. Without loss of generality we

can assume that e < ||S(w)|| < 1. By hypothesis each S(m) is compact, therefore we

can find for the operators S(m)*S(m) unit eigenvectors i\m corresponding to the

eigenvalues ||S(/w)||2. Let ek = e22~k, mx-\ and let ¿, = t\m ; since S(m) -* 0

(S.O.T.) we choose an integer m2 such that ||5(w2)|1|| < e2. Iterating we find mk,

Tk = S(mk), ik = j}     such that \\Tkij\\ < ek for j = 1,2,..., k - 1. Then for k >j
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we have

(èk^j) =\\Tk\\'2{T*Tk^,^) =\\Tkf2(Tkèk,Tkèj)

whence \(i-k, |,)| < e'2ek = 2~k. By applying the Gram-Schmidt process to the

vectors £k, we can construct an orthonormal sequence ¡k and by computing the

Gram-Schmidt determinant we can show that ||£¿ - f¿|| -* 0. This shows that

£A -» 0 in the weak topology. By the Cauchy condition for E„eN^„, for every

v g H and e > 0, there is a function m = m(v, e/3) such that ||(E„eCn(mi00)AT,I)j'||

< e/3 for every finite (and hence infinite) subset G c N. Let kx = 1, vx = £k and

Tx = Tv Choose k2 > kx and v2 = ¿^ such that

(i) iniU{F(mk)\k > k2} > m(,>x, e/3),

(ii) ||7>2|| < e/3.

Condition (i) can be satisfied because the sets F(mk) are finite and disjoint,

condition (ii) because £A. converges to 0 (weakly) and Tx is compact. Let F2 = Tk .

Iterating, construct subsequences k„, vn = ^k , Tn = Tk with

(i)inf\J{F(mk)\k> k„) > m(vn_x,e/3)"

(ii) m-\Tk>„\\ < e/3.
Let G„ = (J{F(mj)\i > n), and let T=Y.ieCK¡. Then f -T%mlTk. Similarly,

Zirntífi = ZT-n+iTk' and since G„ c (m(v„, e/3), oo), we have &n+17>„|| < e/3.

Now

n — 1 oc

^n = E Tkvn + 7;^ +    £   fkv„
k"\ k=n+\

and by construction the first and third terms have norms less than e/3 and the

second term has norm larger than e. Thus we see that ||7V„|| does not converge to 0.

But given that vn -* 0 weakly, this implies that T is not in K(H), against the

hypothesis.    D

The same proof yields the corollary:

Corollary 3. Let Kn g B(H) be such that L„eFKn g K(H) for every index set

F c N. Then for every e > 0 there is an integer m such that ||ErtGCn(mi00)A'n|| < e for

every index set G c N.

The following example shows that we cannot weaken the hypothesis of Theorem 2

and ask only that E„ eNÀT„ G K(H).

Example 4. Let {p„\n = 1,2,...} be a sequence of mutually orthogonal finite

projections. Let K2n = pn and K2n_x = -p„. Then it is easy to verify that E„eNAT„

converges unconditionally to 0 g K(H). but E„eNA^2n is not compact and the

conclusion of Theorem 2 is not satisfied.

3. Convergence of the absolute values. While for the real numbers unconditional

convergence is equivalent to absolute convergence, i.e. convergence of the series of

the norms, we have seen in the introduction that this is no longer true in B(H). We

can ask however the weaker question, whether for every unconditionally convergent

series of operators Kn such that all the partial sums are compact it follows that the
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series of the absolute values \Kn\ converges. The answer is in general negative

(Example 5), but if the operators are diagonal then the answer is affirmative

(Proposition 6).

Example 5. Let A(n, j) = A(n, j)* be the n X n matrix having 1 in the (1, j)

and (j, 1) positions and 0 elsewhere. Then \A(n, j)\ is the diagonal matrix having 1

in the (1,1) and (/, j) positions and 0 elsewhere. Thus \\Lk_x\A(n, j)\ || = k. On the

other hand it is easy to compute \\Lk_xA(n, j)\\ = kl/2. Let H = E^_, ® Hn where

dim Hn = n and embed B(Hn) in B(H). Consider then Y.{n-3/4A(n, j)\j =

l,2,...,n;n = 1,2,...}. We see that the series does not converge absolutely, indeed

the series of the absolute values "is a positive unbounded operator", i.e. a direct sum

of terms with norm n1/4. On the other hand, it is easy to verify that the series itself,

being the direct sum of finite blocks having norm n'1/4, satisfies the conditions of

Theorem 2.

A central phenomenon to this example is the noncommutativity in B(Hn) of the

operators A(n, j).

Let us now consider the case of diagonal compact operators Dn (relative to a basis

{f„}) satisfying the conditions of Theorem 2.

Proposition 6. Let Dn be a sequence of diagonal compact operators such that

E„eNö„ converges unconditionally and T.„eFDn e K(H) for every index set F c N,

then E^Li|.D„| converges uniformly in K(H).

Proof. Without loss of generality we can assume that all Dn are selfadjoint, by

passing if necessary to the series of Re(£>„) and Im(Z)„). Let us first notice that since

T,™=i(DnCk>!>k) converges unconditionally, the Riemann theorem applies and hence

E?-il(A¿*, Wl < °° for all k. Clearly, limkI,f_x^DJk^k)\ = 0 iff the diagonal
operator E^_i|.D„| is compact iff E^=1|£„| converges uniformly (to a compact

operator), where the latter equivalence follows from Theorem 2 and from the fact

that here E^_,|I>„| = E„eN|A.I> and hence all partial sums are compact. Thus

reasoning by contradiction, assume that E*_xKAi£t» £*)l > £ f°r some e > 0 and for

infinitely many k. Construct subsequences of vectors v¡ = Çk and of integers «, such

that

(i)E{KlV**''/>U»< »i-ù <e/16,
(n)LaDavi,Pi)\\ni_l^n<nl}>e/2,

(iii)L{\(D„vi,vl)\\nl^n}<e/l6.

(i) is obtained from the fact that E{|D„| |« < «,_,} g K(H)and J¿ -* 0 (weakly),

(ii) follows from the hypothesis that E^iK-D,,^,^)! > e for infinitely many indices

k and (iii) from the fact that T.„°=x\(DJk,Çk)\ < oo for all k. Being selfadjoint, D„

splits into its positive and negative parts Dn = D* — D +, hence

\(Dnv„v,)\=(D;Vl,v,) +(A,>„",) - {Dnv„vi) + + (Dnvl,viy

and therefore

max{£ {(£>>,, v,) \ «,_, < n < n,), £ {(£„>„ v,) |«,_, <■<*,}}> e/4.
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Without loss of generality we can assume that for infinitely many indices im the

maximum is attained by the positive parts. Let £m = vt■ , let Gm = {n g N|ni <

n < n,,(D„+èm, fj = (DJm, £m)} and let G = UGm. Then we have

( £A,)fM,í,
H S G

> I  (DJm,U
net, k*m\ neGk '

>  I (ß.+i«.€J.-E{l(i>.i-.€JI|« <»«--!.»>BJ
"GC,

e      e _ e
> 4 " 8 = 8

Since £„, is orthonormal, this contradicts the assumption that Y.„eCDn e K(H) for

every set G and thus completes the proof.   D

Clearly the condition in the above proposition is also sufficient. By similar

methods we also obtain

Proposition 7. Let Dn be a sequence of diagonal operators such that E„ G FD„

converges unconditionally to a bounded operator for every index set F c N. Then

E^_i|jD„| converges in the S.O.T. to a bounded operator.

Propositions 6 and 7 hold true trivially replacing S.O.T. by W.O.T. It remains an

open question whether or not Theorem 2 can be strengthened by replacing S.O.T. by

W.O.T.

Added in proof. We proved that the question at the end of the introduction has

an affirmative answer.
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